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"The editors of this book are to be congratulated on drawing together a quality cast of contributors, whose expertise in various aspects of Irish popular music serves to produce a rich and compelling exploration of the significance and legacy of Irish popular music artists in both local and global contexts."

- Andy Bennett (Griffith University), author of *Popular Music and Youth Culture: Music, Identity and Place*

"*Made in Ireland* is the most comprehensive and wide-ranging study of popular music (broadly understood) in Ireland currently available."

- Timothy D. Taylor (UCLA), author of *Global Pop: World Music, World Markets*

"Extending far beyond the jigs and reels of pub sessions or performances at rural song circles, Made in Ireland is both urgent and immediate in its examination of Ireland’s direct engagement with rock, hip hop, country, punk, and other popular genres. Underlying these sounds is a pulse of identity, rebellion, and connection to place and scene that no other current book explores."

- Sean Williams (Evergreen State College), author of *Focus: Irish Traditional Music*
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